Republic of the Philippines  
Province of Cavite  
City of Bacoor

OFFICE OF THE SANGGUNIANG PANLUNGSOD

CITY RESOLUTION NO. CR 2016-118  
Series of 2016

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE CITY MAYOR, LANI MERCADO-RELLABA, TO SIGN AND ENTER INTO A MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE CITY GOVERNMENT OF BACOOR WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT (DOLE) Region IVA REGARDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF "TULONG PANGHANAPBUHAY SA ATING DISPLACED/DISADVANTAGED (TUPAD) WORKERS PROGRAM" IN THE CITY OF BACOOR.


WHEREAS, the Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) Region IVA assists displaced workers and the unemployed poor in coping with the closure or slowing down of operations of companies as a result of economic disruptions and/or occurrence of natural disasters, calamities or armed conflicts under the national government’s "TULONG PANGHANAPBUHAY SA ATING DISPLACED/DISADVANTAGED (TUPAD) Workers Program" that was started during the administration of President Benigno Simeon C. Aquino III.

WHEREAS, the DOLE Region IVA is responsible to provide emergency employment under the TUPAD Program to displaced workers due to economic crisis, natural calamities and armed conflicts, the unemployed poor, and to seasonal workers related to short term community works to provide them temporary wage opportunities.

WHEREAS, the DOLE Region IVA shall implement the abovementioned project in the City of Bacoor in partnership with the local government of the City of Bacoor as accredited co-partner.

WHEREAS, the Office of the City Administrator requested the Sangguniang Panlungsod in writing to review a draft Memorandum of Agreement between the city government and the DOLE Region IVA encapsulating the various guidelines of the TUPAD Program and to pass a resolution authorizing the City Mayor to sign the said contract.

WHEREAS, a review of the said draft Memorandum of Agreement showed that the DOLE Region IVA shall provide a panoply of emergency employment related services to displaced or disadvantaged workers such as (a) 100% wage for work...
rendered based on prevailing minimum wage rates, (b) orientation on work safety and health, (c) personal protective equipment (PPE), and (d) micro-insurance for the duration of work contract.

WHEREAS, the said Memorandum of Agreement also obliged the DOLE Region IVA to “institute appropriate actions against the concerned PROPONENT (i.e., the city government) which may include, among others, suspension or termination of the project in case of violation of the provisions of this MOA and/or legal action for misuse of approved and released funds, the legal costs of which shall be shoudered by the PROPONENT”.

WHEREAS, the Sangguniang Panlungsod conducted a committee hearing on the provisions of the draft Memorandum of Agreement and was assured by the Office of the City Mayor that every effort would be strenuously exerted to ensure that the provisions of the proposed contract would be strictly implemented in accordance with law.

NOW THEREFORE, upon motion of Councilor Gaudencio P. Nolasco, unanimously seconded by all the councilors present in a regular session duly assembled, BE IT RESOLVED AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED, by the Sangguniang Panlungsod to authorize the City Mayor, Lani Mercado-Revilla, to sign and enter into a Memorandum of Agreement for and on behalf of the City Government of Bacoor with the Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) Region IVA regarding the implementation of the national government’s “TULONG PANGHANAPBUHAY SA ATING DISPLACED/ DISADVANTAGED (TUPAD) Workers Program” in the City of Bacoor. Provided that, the authority granted herein was based on the assurance given by the Office of the City Mayor that every effort would be strenuously exerted to ensure that the provisions of the proposed agreement would be strictly implemented in accordance with law. Thus, any act related to the future implementation of the TUPAD Program that is contrary to law shall result in the automatic revocation of the authority herein granted.

RESOLVED LASTLY, to furnish the DOLE Region IVA and all concerned government offices with copies of this resolution.

UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED this 26th day of September 2016 at the City of Bacoor during the 12th regular session of the 3rd Sangguniang Panlungsod of the City of Bacoor.

I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was duly passed in accordance with law and that its contents are true and correct.

Certified by:

CATHERINE SARENO-EVARISTO
City Vice Mayor/Presiding Officer
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Attested by:  

CITY. KHALID A. ATEGA, JR.  
Sangguniang Panlungsod Secretary  

Noted by:  

LANI MERCA DO-REVILLA  
City Mayor  
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